
ART –AJ Allen    February Art Projects! 

They have been working hard and their work shows in the art work.  In the art room this month we are 

combining paint with other art media like crayons, oil pastels, color pencils and more!  This technique 

will create some very beautiful masterworks!   

  

 

  

 

 

 

(Alden - My sons hand prints) 

Kindergarten – Andy Warhol Hands -  Each student will trace their own hand using a pencil. They will 

then pick a different color for each hand and color it in by staying in the lines and leaving no white 

space. Afterwards, they will pick four more complementary colors and fill in the backgrounds. Lastly, 

they will paint their hand using black paint and mark each hand with their prints. This is truly a favorite 

of mine.  

 

 

 

 

 

1st grade – Bugs - Creepy crawlers galore!  The class will begin by drawing several different kinds of bugs 

on a sheet of white paper. They will get to be creative and invent new species of bugs. When they are 

happy with what they made they will then trace over their lines with crayon. Adding extra details likes 

spots, stripes and zig zags to the bugs. The following week they will get water colors and blend colors to 

make some cool looking insects!  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd grade- Sail away -  They will start with sketching out our shapes with a pencil then trace over with a 

white crayon. Adding white crayon to the cloud area creates a neat “wax resist” look. After they white 

out the area they will get watercolors and paint the background, boat and water. We will then paint a 

water reflection in the water area to give a realistic refection look. The class is going to enjoy this one! 

 

 

3rd grade- Glue Flowers - Using glue bottles they will draw all different types of flowers.  I want them to 

have at least five flowers on the page. After the glue dries they will get water colors and paint over the 

glue and inside the paper area to make a textured flower. They will be using these for a neat project in 

the future.  

 

 

 



 

4th grade- This beautiful water color is going to be a class favorite. When they complete the picture 

sketched out they will then paint the sky and water area using a wet wash technique. After that dries 

they will paint in the blue or purple mountains. When they return to class they will be giving black paint 

to paint in the land and tress. 

 

 

5th grade- Happy new year! This fun painting is a mixture between paints and oil pastels. Of course after 

they write their names they will sketch out this city scape. The next part will be painting the sky and 

water then adding black paint to make the city. After all the art is dry they add the color oil pastel 

fireworks!  By making small curved lines they will create the firework effect.  



 

6th grade- Night time trees - Each student will paint a sky using colors of their choice.   After that is 

complete and dry they will get black oil pastels to make the land and trees.  

 

 

7th grade-  Night or Day?- This painting is a fun play on illusions.  Each student will get red, orange and 

yellow paint for the sky and purple, blue and white for the sun /moon and night sky. Going in a curve 

they will paint each color in the order shown mixing the colors as they move to the next to create a 

smooth blend.  After both sides are painted and dried they will get black oil pastels and create trees and 

land.  

 



 

8th grade- Tie dye animals- each student will get to pick an animal. They will sketch out their idea on 

paper using most of the sheet. After they have it drawn they will use crayons to add all the color. 

Anything they want white has to be done with white crayon. After they completed the colors then will 

get to choose one watercolor color to paint over the whole painting. Anything that was left without 

crayon will get turned into that color. This is another example of a “wax batik”.   


